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Present: Stephane Bart-Pedersen, Dominique Bodart, Jan Borburgh, Heiko Damerau, 
Simone Gilardoni, Gabriel Metral, Serge Pittet, Rende Steerenberg, Markus Widorski 
 
Meeting: 
 
e) AOB:  

- Scientific Secretary: Simone announced that Heiko will serve a scientific 
secretary for the PS Upgrade Working Group. 

- Shielding reinforcement of the Route Goward: Michel Poehler (GS/SE) 
investigates to add 2 m of concrete to the Route Goward. According to present 
losses, at least 1.5 m of additional concrete on the road would be required and 
Markus agreed that 2 m are sufficient. In this context Simone asked to check who 
might have heavy (of the order of 35 tons, the weight of a PS main magnet) 
equipment inside the PS ring that might need transport via the Route Goward. 
Possible issues might be the big mobile crane or parts of the POPS installation 
(capacitor bank containers). Simone mentioned that the machine tunnel is not 
constructed according to today’s engineering standards and that significant civil 
engineering might be required to renovate/rebuild the part around the Route 
Goward. 

- Shielding reinforcement around septum 16: The situation around the septum in 
SS16 is less clear and needs more detailed study as the zone is packed with beam 
lines. It is yet unknown, why about 2 m of earth shielding are missing since the 
initial construction of the PS around that septum with respect to rest of the 
machine. 

 
a) Magnet heating tests (Dominique): 

- Dominique announced that he will perform magnet tests of the low energy 
magnets and correctors to measure their average power limitations due to heating. 
This concerns mainly the BHZ, DVT magnets and backleg windings. Those 
heating test with subsequent thermal inspection will be done after the end of the 
run (06-07/12/2010) and will also be important for model validation of certain 
magnets. After discussion, it was concluded that the tests can be performed by 
programming fixed currents on the ZERO cycle (with GFAS disabled). Thermal 
equilibrium should be reached in the morning of 07/12 and the test currents will 
already be set during the preceding night. 

- Serge Pittet will provide a list of power supply limitations to define currents for 
the 07/12 magnet tests. It was agreed to program the test currents 10% below the 
maximum capabilities of the power supplies. 

 
b) 2 GeV injection (Jan) 



- An informal meeting to discuss the consequences of an injection into the PS at 2 
GeV has taken place between Brennan Goddard, Simone and Rende. Jan 
presented some details on kickers and septa for a 2 GeV injection into the PS. He 
noted that mainly LHC-type beams are presently studied.  

- It is clear that the septum in SS42 (PI.SMH42) cannot be operated for 2 GeV due 
to insufficient deflection (at 33.5 kA for 1.4 GeV which is considered to be at the 
limit). Therefore a longer septum (790 mm instead of presently 620 mm) will be 
required. For the longer septum, a solution with two magnets in series is 
proposed. Additionally, the straight section is then too short to accommodate a 
bumper installed upstream of PI.SMH42. This bumper could be integrated into 
the same vacuum vessel as the new septum to fit everything in SS42. Only the 
grids (one H/V each) downstream the septum for beam observation and the 
scintillator screen at the septum would have to be moved. 

- Similar limitations exist for the injection kicker PI.KFA45, where the high-
voltage cables (SF6 filled, 80 kV) are already operated at their limit with 1.4 
GeV. One could use the kicker in short-circuit mode requiring some 60 kV for an 
injection at 2 GeV, but the drawbacks would be more ripple during flat-top, post-
pulse and increased rise and fall times of the kicker. Further studies are required 
to evaluate the consequences. 

- To overcome the low kick strength of KFA45, Jan suggested the option installing 
an additional kicker in SS53. The beam would follow an excursion towards the 
inside of the machine between SS45 and SS53. This seems to be acceptable for 
the small LHC-type beams, but would cause an aperture limitation and 
unacceptable losses for the fixed target beams. It remains to be evaluated if finally 
all beams or only LHC-type beams will be injected at 2 GeV. The BTP transfer 
line should become PPM anyway. 

- To solve the space problem in SS42, one could also consider to move the 
injection septum to SS41. To be studied in more detail by TE/ABT and BE/ABP. 

- Presently, Wolfgang Bartmann is looking into the consequences of optics changes 
for the 2 GeV injection and Sandra Aumon pursues injection studies and 
simulations at flat-bottom to improve the understanding of losses during the 
injection process. 

 
c) LIU Day (Simone) 

- Simone informed that the LIU Day on 01/12/2010. It should serve to outline all 
problems and performance limitations of today’s machine and gather possible 
solutions and ideas for an upgrade. After an introduction to the goals of the PS 
Upgrade Working Group by Simone, Giovanni and Heiko will give technical 
presentations on the PS. 

 
d) PS upgrade MDs in 2011 (Gabriel) 

- Gabriel produces a list with MDs relevant for the PS upgrade. 
- Simone outlines that one major subject for MDs is the understanding of the 

machine performance at low energy by generating a Laslett tune shift as large as 
possible. First measurements have already been started before the end of the 2010 
proton run. 



- It is expected to have preliminary answers on e.g. the benefit of an injection into 
the PS at 2 GeV by April 2011. Therefore some MDs should already be 
performed in parallel with commissioning of POPS from February to April. 

 
Follow-up from the last meeting: 

- A PS upgrade activities list covering 2011 to 2016 should be assembled as soon as 
possible.  

- Items for the PS-LIU budget 2011: Fast FFT spectrum analyzer for instability 
measurements, fast (~20 GS/s) oscilloscope for longitudinal beam observations 
during MDs (Heiko will follow the two aforementioned items), equip the pick-ups 
of TT2 with modern acquisition hardware (Aquiris digitizers?). 

- The preliminary list of beam parameters for the upgrade is still outstanding. 
Simone will discuss with Roland. 

- Concerning the transfer of the PSB upgrade working group work packages 
treating the PS part, Simone asks for the list that was transmitted to Klaus Hanke. 
This included 4.45 MCHF for the PS injection line renovation and 1 MCHF for 
magnet upgrades in the PS. 

 
 
Next meeting: 14/12/2010, location and time to be fixed 
 
 
Minutes by Heiko Damerau 
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S. Aumon, B. Balhan, W. Bartmann, J. Borburgh,     
E. Carlier, L. Ducimetière, B. Goddard, S. Gilardoni, 

M Hourican L Sermeus R SteerenbergM. Hourican, L. Sermeus, R. Steerenberg

 Under vacuum, laminated steel magnets;
 Bgap (@1.4 GeV): 0. 7 T; g p
 Inom (@1.4 GeV): 33.5 kA (upper limit);
 Stretched  magnets of 790 mm (presently 620 mm); 
 Bgap (@2 GeV): 0.7 T; 
 Inom (@2 GeV): 33.6 kA;
 Conclusion: 2 GeV requires longer septum and

alternative injection scheme to provide spacealternative injection scheme to provide space
for it.
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 4 modules can be used in short circuit or 
terminated mode; 

 Gas filled Pulse Forming Line (rated 80 kV) 
discharged by a 100 kV thyratron;discharged by a 100 kV thyratron;

 VPFL (@1.4 GeV): 80 kV (2009, limit of system);
 VPFL (@2 GeV): only in short circuit mode, 60 kV;
 Drawbacks of short circuit mode:

 flattop ripple from ± 2 % to ± 3; 
 post pulse ripple from  ± 1.25 % to ± 1.5 %;
 rise time (2-98)% from 42 to 68 ns;

Conclusion: If the short-circuit mode 
is not suitable, new magnet –
generator system has to be added.

 fall time (98-2)% from 68 to 87 ns;

 Septum SMH42 is already at the limit in terms of current. Present
septum thickness 5 mm and 60.4 mm gap height. A larger vertical
aperture (e.g. 70 mm) is only possible if the septum thickness is
increased to 8-10 mm.

 Kicker KFA45 would be very difficult to modify to gain more kick
strength, as there is no space in the lattice in SD45, and the 80 kV gas
filled cables are not manufactured anymore. It is possible to run the
present system in short-circuit mode to gain about 80% in kick
strength; this increases the rise time as well as flat top ripple.

 BSM bumpers are limited in current to about 4,500 A for a linear kick.
The present power convertor limit is 4,000 A.

 Transfer line BT/BTP is presently not matched in dispersion to the PS
lattice, unavoidably so in the case of the vertical optics, since the
beams from the 4 different PSB rings have different dispersions at the
injection point. The beam size at the injection point is presently too
large, causing losses on the SMH42, which is a specific concern for the
beam losses in the PS complex.
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Beam 
from 
PSB

PSPS
Beam

 Requires a longer injection septum and a ~14 mrad bumper 
integrated into 1 vacuum tank. 

 The KFA45 kicker can be operated in short-circuit mode for LHC 
b if th bl d t th i d i l i t blbeam if the blow-up due to the increased ripple is acceptable. 

 If not, a new supplementary kicker needs to be built in SD53, 
providing -1 mrad (aperture limits to be checked).

 If the integration of the bumper and septum in SD42 is not 
possible:

 Build short under-vacuum bumper septum in 42 (7 mrad) + add 
a bumper in SD41, to approach the present injection angle. 
Aperture limits for the circulating and injected beam have to be 
h k d (th bit i b b t 10 i i t 41checked (the orbit increases by about 10 mm in main magnet 41, 

and the trajectory of the injected beam is about 3 mm further 
out, in main magnet 42).
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2 yokes in series, 
55 mrad (tot. )

Under vacuum 
bumper, 13 mrad. 
Requires new power 
supply. 

S i BISuppression BI 
equipment
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V1. The KFA45 kick is 4.4 mrad (as
now). Needs to work in short-circuit

Injection bump with ‘new’ 
bumpers in 40, 41 and 42 
(short, 7 mrad)).
Injected angle is 10.5 mrad (cf. 
13.0 mrad at present).
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V2. Supplementary kicker in SD53 (
phase advance from SD45). KFA45 kick
is 3.38 mrad (present available
strength in terminated mode) and the
supplementary KFA53 kicker is -1.02
mrad.
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 SD 41 = long straight section, i.e. sufficient space for bumper + 
stretched septum. 

 The kicker strength required is lower, as the phase advance and 
b f bl H  i l l i dbeta are favourable. However, h is large at septum location and 
consequent larger beam size will not fit easily into aperture. 

 Possibly a temporary perturbation of the injection optics would 
allow the beam sizes to be reduced enough to make such a 
scheme possible, or replacement of existing chambers with 
enlarged ones. 

 The present KFA45 could stay where it is.
 Whether or not the KFA45 kicker can be operated in short-circuit 

mode needs still to be verified (emittance growth – tests ongoing).
If t l t ki k d t b b ilt i SD53 If not, a new supplementary kicker needs to be built in SD53, 
providing -1 mrad (aperture limits to be checked).

 5 bumpers would be needed.
 Needs complete rebuild of BTP line from PSB!
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Injecting with injection septum now located in SD41, and ‘new’ injection
bumpers in SD39, SD41 and SD42. The injection kicker remains in SD45. The
i j d b l h i b 10 d i hi A
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injected beam angle at the septum is about -10 mrad in this case. Apertures
in injection region and in 42-43 are issues to solve (enlarged chambers ?)
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 The impact of the flattop ripple on the LHC beam emittance
(calculated to go up from 10% to 20%), due to running the
injection kicker in short-circuit mode needs to be verified. This
should be subject of a future MD and could determine the needshould be subject of a future MD, and could determine the need
for supplementary kicker (in SD53 ?)

 The limitations and performance of a bumper in the same
straight section as the injection septum in SD42 are still to be
finalized. This should determine if the injection region should be
moved.

 The impact on the conventional magnets in the BT and BTP line
and PS depends strongly on the injection scheme which will be
implemented and still needs to be determined.

 Provided the required resources can be found the modifications Provided the required resources can be found, the modifications
can be implemented for 2015, with the construction of spares to
be completed by 2017.


